1. Jen Holman I do not own this spiffy box set of Harry Potter books, but no way was I going to sit down and input all 6 of them When we were in the UK on our honeymoon in the spring of 2000, Harry Potter fever was just hitting its stride there Not long after that the books found their way to Canada and I fell in love with this series right from the first book Again I m a broken record great characters and time old literary themes, as well as just being a very enjoyable read I haven t gone to see the m I do not own this spiffy box set of Harry Potter books, but no way was I going to sit down and input all 6 of them When we were in the UK on our honeymoon in the spring of 2000, Harry Potter fever was just hitting its stride there Not long after t

2. Stephen I loved these books I never got into them at the same time the world went into its Harry Potter Rage, but I couldn t help but give them a once over before I judged those people They were right, in the end The author gives us a parallel world where, once again, you can t help but hope it is as real as you or me Set mostly in a school that, dare I say, every person who read the books wished their parents had sent them when they were little, the story seems to captivate with mysterious spells I loved these books I never got into them at the same time the world went into its Harry Potter Rage , but I couldn t help but give them a once over before I judged those people They were right, in the end The author gives us a parallel world where, once again, you can t help but hope it is as real as you or me Set mostly in a school that, dare I say, every person who read the books wished their parents had sent them when they were little, the story seems to captivate with mysterious spells, strange people, and all around what happens next ness The main cast is made up of 3 characters who bounce information, hilarity, and small jabs of honesty and cruelty at each other What makes it interesting is the fact that these kids go to school while doing the exact things that could get them kicked out in order to progress the story I am not a Harry Potter fanatic, however I do not wear Muggle shirts or have a wand And yet, the depth of the story is very obliging to what I really wanted in a book For a small while, it made me a child again You will not regret this read

3. Henna Chumber Great books and number 7 I would only say that the plot is very similar to The Lord of the Rings the ring has to be destroyed, so do the horcruxes , as are some of the characters Gimli hagridDumbledore gandalfAnyway, they are excellent books, very inspirational A new world has been created

4. Brooks Prettyman Harry Potter is regarded as one of the best and most influential pieces of fiction ever to be written I have no choice but to agree This series sparked my love for reading and fantasy, which I am every grateful for A review of content and themes is completely unnecessary, as virtually the entire population of the United States of America is knowledgeable of that content However, I will say one thing if you do not read Harry Potter in your lifetime, then you have failed as a reader I recom Harry Potter is regarded as one of the best and most influential pieces of fiction ever to be written I have no choice but to agree This series sparked my love for reading and fantasy, which I am every grateful for A review of content and themes is completely unnecessary, as virtually the entire population of the United States of America is knowledgeable of that content However, I will say one thing if you do not read Harry Potter in your lifetime, then you have failed as a reader I recom

5. Dinelle Hetti AMAZING

6. Cynthia How good is this book SO good I ve read the whole series about 7 times I love J.K Rowling.

7. Jennifer Dater Absolutely loved this story and these characters My favorite was Goblet of Fire.

8. Áine Mongey I loved all of these books so much This is by far my favourite book series.

9. Norah I listened to all them as audiobooks I was sorry I had waited so long to read them at all.

10. & Harry potter is hero, he have a brain and self confident every thing that he done I also go to the Movie for Harry Potter.

11. erika adkins The book is the bomb

12. Rachel Dawson This review has been hidden because it contains spoilers To view it, click here 5The Harry Potter Series fall under the fantasy genre, and follows a young Mr Harry Potter through the ages of 11 18 as he attempts to defeat Voldemort, the dark lord, and save both the wizarding and muggle world.I cannot remember when I first read the series, but I do remember when I stood in line with my older sister at a book store in order to purchase a copy of the last book in the series This book meant so much to my childhood, and kept me up late at night, hiding underneath my blanket f 5The Harry Potter Series fall under the fantasy genre, and follows a young Mr Harry Potter through the ages of 11 18 as he attempts to defeat Voldemort, the dark lord, and save both the wizarding and muggle world.I cannot remember when I first read the series, but I do remember when I stood in line with my older sister at a book store in order to purchase a copy of the last book in the series This book meant so much to my childhood, and kept me up late at night, hiding underneath my blanket from my parents as I attempted to just read one chapter I am currently studying the Swedish language, and as part of that I am rereading the Harry Potter series
in Swedish, beginning with the first book Harry Potter och den Vises Sken By doing this I am gaining much from the series than simple childish enjoyment I am growing as an individual This book series brought my family together, as I remember my aunt acting out the characters in the books as she read them aloud to me and my cousins

13. Malbdeen Thanks to Sarah I now know what all the hype is about I too understand Harry’s struggles, his joys, his fears, his fits of courage and his moments of angst What I still don’t get is who the hell cares But I would like some credit for giving this a second shot 1st attempt only got me about 1/8 of the way through the audio version, 2nd attempt got me through, what like 6 books true it was only being condensed and re told for the purposes of understanding the movie but still I feel as tho Thanks to Sarah I now know what all the hype is about I too understand Harry’s struggles, his joys, his fears, his fits of courage and his moments of angst What I still don’t get is who the hell cares But I would like some credit for giving this a second shot 1st attempt only got me about 1/8 of the way through the audio version, 2nd attempt got me through, what like 6 books true it was only being condensed and re told for the purposes of understanding the movie but still I feel as though I got the jest And I have to admit after seeing the movie ok seeing about 1/3 of the moviethanks for letting me drive your car home Sarah I too am curious Will the smeglmorfes kill the neecomblods Will marfugaloz fall in love and marry whickensob Can Valkuzelibs good be enough to over come Bagentoos evil So many questions left unanswered I think I’m finally at the age where I feel a bit weird about Harry Potter, but anyway now that all the characters are 17 or whatever, we can get some spicier read softcore porn romance scenes Can all those descriptions of Hermione as bushy haired really not have

14. AMMAR SALVATORE I don’t own this set of HP series I have a pdf in my phone which I happen to get from my friend one day I don’t know what happened out of nowhere he took my phone and sent all 7 pdfs in my phone. And the very next day I started reading tho I wasn’t gonna read it before coz I thought what’s the point in reading if you already seen the MOVIE but then again I thought I have done the same with ANGELS and DEMONS and THE VINCI CODE I meant I read these after watching movies and I was quite enjoyed reading I don’t own this set of HP series I have a pdf in my phone which I happen to get from my friend one day I don’t know what happened out of nowhere he took my phone and sent all 7 pdfs in my phone. And the very next day I started reading tho I wasn’t gonna read it before coz I thought what’s the point in reading if you already seen the MOVIE but then again I thought I have done the same with ANGELS and DEMONS and THE VINCI CODE I meant I read these after watching movies and I was quite enjoyed reading them. SO I started reading and here I am done with six books and about to start a 7th one I didn’t expect to read all the books when I started but reading HP is like reliving potter magical world Really very very enjoying m glad that my frnd send me those pdfs even though I didn’t ask I will read cursed child of course not in the pdf format but in the original book P.S. I got very emotional at end of sixth book. when dumboldore dies

15. Wayv The world of Harry Potter is filled with things that just don’t add up, at some point this floating pile just starts degrading the creative merits and prevents any further enhancement of the reader’s world perception I’m not talking about credibility, obviously, but the painfully failing synergy between the fantastic elements The force that keeps together the discworld or the forgotten realms is simply absent here It’s apparent that the base premises struggle to support the scale to which the world of Harry Potter is filled with things that just don’t add up, at some point this floating pile just starts degrading the creative merits and prevents any further enhancement of the reader’s world perception I’m not talking about credibility, obviously, but the painfully failing synergy between the fantastic elements The force that keeps together the discworld or the forgotten realms is simply absent here It’s apparent that the base premises struggle to support the scale to which this story has grown And THEN come the legion of fans who step up and try to fix this profoundly feable work Pathetic I enjoyed the book for its worth but this phenomenon drives me up the wall I only hope these people’s new found enthusiasm for the genre spills quickly from this shallow cup into goblets of truer fire

16. AJ Griffin I think I’m finally at the age where I feel a bit weird about Harry Potter, but aren’t we all It’s hard to write a 7 book series of gigantic epics about a teenage wizard and keep your fanbase at the same age. But whatever I doubt anyone who’s read the first six books is going to ignore the last one and let some dickwad on the 6 o clock news tell them how it ends Will Harry die I dunno Is Snape really evil I doubt it Is Dumbledore really, truly dead Shit no But maybe now that all the characters are 17 or whatever, we can get some spicier read softcore porn romance scenes Can all those descriptions of Hermione as bushy haired really not have
some deeper, lustful meaning Let s not kid ourselves sorry, that was really nasty

17. emily i love all of these books, my favorite is 4 i love the character development in each book, especially how rowling pin points the emotions of a child moving from childhood into their teenage years i first read them because my students LOVED them and i wanted to use the literature in my teaching, but now i m on my second time through the series i love them this time around than the first.

18. Lori The best series I have ever read.

19. Dhkisha This book is god s gift to readers i dont need to write a review about this book for ppl to know about its greatness.CLOSING STATEMENT HARRY POTTER ROX

20. Shanna Though it s become quite a scene thing to read, or to not read, it s beautifully written and original I cannot wait for the last installment.

21. Sam As a kid the Harry Potter books were my life As you get older though and really start to look at the books, and specifically what they re saying Well it s not good JK over the years has attempted to add to the Universe, but there is no point telling readers years later that Dumbledore was gay when this isn t touched on at all in the books Ron is written as a gormless idiot The Harry Ginny pairing was to an extent unnecessary, but I can see their appeal Ron Hermoine on the other hand I As a kid the Harry Potter books were my life As you get older though and really start to look at the books, and specifically what they re saying Well it s not good JK over the years has attempted to add to the Universe, but there is no point telling readers years later that Dumbledore was gay when this isn t touched on at all in the books Ron is written as a gormless idiot The Harry Ginny pairing was to an extent unnecessary, but I can see their appeal Ron Hermoine on the other hand I As a kid the Harry Potter books were my life As you get older though and really start to look at the books, and specifically what they re saying Well it s not good JK over the years has attempted to add to the Universe, but there is no point telling readers years later that Dumbledore was gay when this isn t touched on at all in the books Ron is written as a gormless idiot The Harry Ginny pairing was to an extent unnecessary, but I can see their appeal Ron Hermoine on the other hand I As a kid the Harry Potter books were my life As you get older though and really start to look at the books, and specifically what they re saying Well it s not good JK over the years has attempted to add to the Universe, but there is no point telling readers years later that Dumbledore was gay when this isn t touched on at all in the books Ron is written as a gormless idiot The Harry Ginny pairing was to an extent unnecessary, but I can see their appeal Ron Hermoine on the other hand I can t The redemption of Snape was completely unjustified and I can t with Harry naming one of his kids after him, nor proclaiming Snape as one of the greatest men he s ever known The side characters aren t really developed well either

22. Zarena Sita Fantastic books that are so thrilling When I was younger, I wrote this series off as a children s series, not relevant for an adult but I read them anyway and boy do I regret not having done so sooner It really is a series relatable across all generations and demographics Non stop thriller through and through Great character development for even the ancillary characters Incredibly well done.

23. Lily Walker A great children s fantasy series I read it well before the world wide Potter craze and I liked it a lot I probably would not have liked it as much post craze as I do not really like hyped books and i would rather find my own obscure reads to enjoy But I ve always loved ya children s fantasy and I liked the quirky and vivid characters, magic and fantasy elements especially the creatures Any book with dragons and unicorns will always hold a special place in my heart.

24. Reba Hoaster I loved every single Harry Potter book every time 2or3 times I read them I think it is best if you spread out reading them all instead of reading them quickly over the summer or in another few months I spread it out over 6 months because I didn t want the series to end This series is a MUST read

25. Bellamy Astro Undoubtedly, this is one of my most favorite books series It s also the one that s most influential to me I got into reading and fandom because of it After all these years, I still adore it and I ve even two Harry Potter tattoos etched indelibly on my skin to prove it.

26. Jeanie I own this set and I read all of them Love the story of Harry Potter and his pose It s a magical great adventure.


28. Shauna x


30. Furman A well written book Enjoyed reading it.

31. J.K. Rowling

î Public library Books ? The Harry Potter Collection (Harry Potter, #1-6) by J.K. Rowling ✔ 2014's Most Anticipated Books by Indie Authors

32. Six years of magic, adventure, and mystery make this paperback collection the perfect gift for Harry Potter fans of all ages. Follow Harry from his first days at Hogwarts School for Witchcraft and Wizardry, through his many
adventures with Hermione and Ron, to his confrontations with rival Draco Malfoy and the dreaded Professor Snape. From a dangerous descent into the Chamber Six years of magic, adventure, and mystery make this paperback collection the perfect gift for Harry Potter fans of all ages. Follow Harry from his first days at Hogwarts School for Witchcraft and Wizardry, through his many adventures with Hermione and Ron, to his confrontations with rival Draco Malfoy and the dreaded Professor Snape. From a dangerous descent into the Chamber of Secrets to the Triwizard Tournament to the return of He Who Must Not Be Named, each adventure is riveting and exhilarating than its predecessor, and now all six books are available together for the first time in a Get A Copy.

The Harry Potter Collection is kind of like literary comfort food around here, if there's nothing else to read we'll just grab one and dive in. A definite must read. A perfect gift for Harry Potter fans of all ages. Follow Harry from his first days at Hogwarts School for Witchcraft and Wizardry, through his many adventures with Hermione and Ron, to his confrontations with rival Draco Malfoy and the dreaded Professor Snape. From a dangerous descent into the Chamber of Secrets to the Triwizard Tournament to the return of He Who Must Not Be Named, each adventure is riveting and exhilarating than its predecessor, and now all six books are available together for the first time in a Get A Copy.

I decided to sit down and input all 6 of them When we were in the UK on our honeymoon in the spring of 2000, Harry Potter fever was just hitting its stride there. Not long after that the books found their way to Canada and I fell in love with this series right from the first book. Again I am a broken record but this is the perfect gift for Harry Potter fans of all ages.

I do not own this spiffy box set of Harry Potter books, but no way was I going to sit down and input all 6 of them. When we were in the UK on our honeymoon in the spring of 2000, Harry Potter fever was just hitting its stride there. Not long after that the books found their way to Canada and I fell in love with this series right from the first book. Again I am a broken record but this is the perfect gift for Harry Potter fans of all ages.
reading and fantasy, which I am every grateful for A review of content and themes is completely unnecessary, as virtually the entire population of the United States of America is knowledgeable of that content. However, I will say one thing if you do not read Harry Potter in your lifetime, then you have failed as a reader I recom Harry Potter is regarded as one of the best and most influential pieces of fiction ever to be written. I have no choice but to agree. This series sparked my love for reading and fantasy, which I am every grateful for A review of content and themes is completely unnecessary, as virtually the entire population of the United States of America is knowledgeable of that content. However, I will say one thing if you do not read Harry Potter in your lifetime, then you have failed as a reader I recom this series to everyone flag 3 likesLike see review View 1 comment May 07, 2014 Dinelle Hetti rated it it was amazing review of another edition Shelves fantasy, favs AMAZING flag 3 likesLike see review Oct 01, 2012 Cynthia rated it it was amazing review of another edition How good is this book SO good I ve read the whole series about 7 times I love J.K Rowling flag 3 likesLike see review Oct 27, 2012 Jennifer Dater rated it it was amazing review of another edition Absolutely loved this story and these characters My favorite was Goblet of Fire flag 3 likesLike see review Sep 07, 2016 ine Mongey rated it it was amazing review of another edition I loved all of these books so much. This is by far my favourite book series flag 2 likesLike see review Jan 02, 2015 Norah rated it it was amazing review of another edition I listened to all them as audiobooks I was sorry I had waited so long to read them at all flag 2 likesLike see review Oct 02, 2007 dora added it review of another edition Recommends it for all people Harry Potter is hero, he have a brain and self confident every thing that he done. I also go to the Movie for Harry Potter flag 2 likesLike see review Apr 17, 2017 erika adkins rated it it was amazing review of another edition The book is the bomb flag Like see review Jan 16, 2015 Rachel Dawson rated it it was amazing review of another edition Shelves my top 25 This review has been hidden because it contains spoilers To view it, click here 5The Harry Potter Series fall under the fantasy genre, and follows a young Mr Harry Potter through the ages of 11 18 as he attempts to defeat Voldemort, the dark lord, and save both the wizarding and muggle world. I cannot remember when I first read the series, but I do remember when I stood in line with my older sister at a book store in order to purchase a copy of the last book in the series This book meant so much to my childhood, and kept me up late at night, hiding underneath my blanket f 5The Harry Potter Series fall under the fantasy genre, and follows a young Mr Harry Potter through the ages of 11 18 as he attempts to defeat Voldemort, the dark lord, and save both the wizarding and muggle world. I cannot remember when I first read the series, but I do remember when I stood in line with my older sister at a book store in order to purchase a copy of the last book in the series. This book meant so much to my childhood, and kept me up late at night, hiding underneath my blanket from my parents as I attempted to just read one chapter I am currently studying the Swedish language, and as part of that I am rereading the Harry Potter series in Swedish, beginning with the first book Harry Potter och den Vises Sken By doing this I am gaining much from the series than simple childish enjoyment I am growing as an individual This book series brought my family together, as I remember my aunt acting out the characters in the books as she read them aloud to me and my cousins flag 1 likeLike see review Jun 18, 2007 Malbadeen rated it did not like it Thanks to Sarah I now know what all the hype is about I too understand Harry s struggles, his joys, his fears, his fits of courage and his moments of angst What I still don t get is who the hell cares But I would like some credit for giving this a second shot 1st attempt only got me about 1 8 of the way through the audio version, 2nd attempt got me through, what like 6 books true it was only being condensed and re told for the purposes of understanding the movie but still I feel as tho Thanks to Sarah I now know what all the hype is about I too understand Harry s struggles, his joys, his fears, his fits of courage and his moments of angst What I still don t get is who the hell cares But I would like some credit for giving this a second shot 1st attempt only got me about 1 8 of the way through the audio version, 2nd attempt got me through, what like 6 books true it was only being condensed and re told for the purposes of understanding the movie but still I feel as though I got the jest And I have to admit after seeing the movie ok seeing about 1 3 of the moviethanks for letting me drive your car home Sarah I too am curious Will the smeglmorfes kill the neecomblubs Will marfugaloz fall in love and marry whickensob Can Valkuzelibs good be enough to over come Bagentoos evil So many questions left unanswered I m practically wetting myself thinking about how all this comes together in volume 9042 flag 1 likeLike see review View 2 comments Apr 16, 2017 AMMAR SALVATORE rated it it was amazing review of another edition i dont own this set of HP series i have a pdf in my phone which i happen to get from my friend one day i don t know what happened out of nowhere he took my phone send all 7 pdfs in my phone. And the very next day i started reading tho i wasnt gonna read it before coz i thought what s the point in reading if you already seen the MOVIE but then again i thought i have done the same with ANGELS and DEMONS and THE VINCI CODE i meant i read these after watching movies and i was quite enjoyed reading t i dont own this set of HP series i have a pdf in my phone which
As a kid the Harry Potter books were my life. As you get older though, it’s beautifully written and original. I cannot wait for the last installment. I think I’m finally at the age where I feel a bit weird about Harry Potter, but aren’t we all? N

People’s new found enthusiasm for the genre spills quickly from this shallow cup into goblets of truer fire. I like it. I like it a lot. I like it all. I like it for what it is. I like it for what it isn’t. I like it for what it could be. I like it for what it is. I like it for what it isn’t. I like it for what it could be.

As a kid the Harry Potter books were my life. As you get older though, it’s beautifully written and original. I cannot wait for the last installment. I think I’m finally at the age where I feel a bit weird about Harry Potter, but aren’t we all? N
proclaiming Snape as one of the greatest men he's ever known. The side characters aren't really developed well.

Either flag. Like see review. May 21, 2017 Zarena Sita rated it it was amazing review of another edition Fantastical books that are so thrilling. When I was younger, I wrote this series off as a children's series, not relevant for an adult but I read them anyway and boy do I regret not having done so sooner. It really is a series relatable across all generations and demographics. Non stop thriller through and through. Great character development for even the ancillary characters. Incredibly well done flag. Like see review. Jun 28, 2017.

Lily Walker rated it really liked it. Review of another edition A great children's fantasy series. I read it well before the world-wide Potter craze and I liked it a lot. I probably would not have liked it as much post-craze as I do not really like hyped books and I would rather find my own obscure reads to enjoy. But I've always loved ya children's fantasy and I liked the quirky and vivid characters, magic and fantasy elements especially the creatures. Any book with dragons and unicorns will always hold a special place in my heart flag. Like see review. Jun 11, 2017 Reba Hoaster rated it it was amazing review of another edition I loved every single Harry Potter book every time. 2r3 times I read them. I think it is best if you spread out reading them all instead of reading them quickly over the summer or in another few months. I spread it out over 6 months because I didn't want the series to end. This series is a MUST read flag. Like see review. May 27, 2017 Bellamy Astro rated it it was amazing review of another edition Shelves. favorites. Undoubtedly, this is one of my most favorite books series. It is also the one that most influential to me. I got into reading and fandom because of it. After all these years, I still adore it and I've even two Harry Potter tattoos etched indelibly on my skin to prove it flag. Like see review. Jul 29, 2017.

Jeanie rated it it was amazing review of another edition I own this set and I read all of them. Love the story of Harry Potter and his pose. It is a magical great adventure. flag. Like see review. Sep 07, 2017. Kassandra rated it it was amazing review of another edition A well written book. Enjoyed reading it flag. Like see review. Jun 28, 2017 Shauna rated it it was amazing review of another edition X flag. Like see review. Sep 07, 2017 Milton rated it it was amazing review of another edition A well written book. Enjoyed reading it flag. Like see review. Sep 07, 2017. Furman rated it it was amazing review of another edition A well written book. Enjoyed reading it flag. Like see review. Previous 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 9 next new topic. Discuss. This Book topics. posts views last activity. Book Snails. Book Harry Potter Series. Challenge 5. 10 Sep 08, 2017.

11 32 AM. Find Your Freedom. Favorite HP Characters. 8 Apr 06, 2017. 12 02 PM. Bookish Betties. The Unofficial Harry Potter athon 3. 8 Jun 03, 2015. 12 13 AM. The Not So Austen. Harry Potter. 131. 73 Dec 13, 2014. 12 50 PM. Goodreads Librari J.K Rowling, huge mess. 22 161 Aug 14, 2014. 09 09 PM. For all those Har Facts, anyone 38 Apr 12, 2014. 06 42 AM. More topics. Share Recommend It. Stats Recent Status Updates. Readers Also Enjoyed. Rowling's sister Dianne was born at their home when Rowling was 23 months old. The family moved to the nearby village Winterbourne when Rowling was four. She attended St Michael's Primary School, a school founded by abolitionist William Wilberforce and education reformer Hannah More. Her headmaster at St Michael's, Alfred Dunn, has been suggested as the inspiration for the Harry Potter headmaster Albus Dumbledore. As a child, Rowling often wrote fantasy stories, which she would usually then read to her sister. She recalls that I can still remember me telling her a story in which she fell down a rabbit hole and was fed strawberries by the rabbit family inside it. Certainly the first story I ever wrote down when I was five or six was about a rabbit called Rabbit. He got the measles and was visited by his friends, including a giant bee called Miss Bee. At the age of nine, Rowling moved to Church Cottage in the Gloucestershire village of Tutshill, close to Chepstow, Wales. When she was a young teenager, her great aunt, who Rowling said taught classics and approved of a thirst for knowledge, even of a questionable kind, gave her a very old copy of Jessica Mitford's autobiography. Hons and Rebels. Mitford became Rowling's heroine, and Rowling subsequently read all of her books. Rowling has said of her teenage years, in an interview with The New Yorker, I wasn't particularly happy. I think it's a dreadful time of life. She had a difficult homelife. Her mother was ill and she had a difficult relationship with her father. She is no longer on speaking terms with him. She attended secondary school at Wydean School and College, where her mother had worked as a technician in the science department. Rowling said of her adolescence, Hermione a bookish, know-it-all Harry Potter character is loosely based on me. She's a caricature of me when I was eleven, which I'm not particularly proud of. Steve Eddy, who taught Rowling English when she first arrived, remembers her as not exceptional but one of a group of girls who were bright, and quite good at English. Sean Harris, her best friend in the Upper Sixth owned a turquoise Ford Anglia, which she says inspired the one in her books. More about J.K Rowling. Other Books in the Series. Harry Potter. 7 books. Books by J.K. Rowling. More Trivia About Harry Potter. Coll 14 trivia questions. 6 quizzes. More quizzes. trivia render. RatingGraph 21448, 3939, 961, 188, 210 if rating_details rating_details.insert top rating_graph 2017 Goodreads Inc about us advertise author program jobs api our blog authors advertisers blog terms privacy help switch to mobile version. Welcome back. Just a moment while we sign you in to your Goodreads account.
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